FINABRO - InsurTech Startup

Want to help solve one of the biggest challenges of our generation?
The pension problem - much like climate change - is slowly getting bigger and often only becomes
apparent when it's too late. But it doesn't have to be!
FINABRO's mission is to help everyone do the right thing - for a comfortable and secure retirement in the
future. As a start-up in the field of digital company pension plans, we are on a strong growth path. We are
now 30 employees, in Austria and Germany, and have an ambitious growth plan.
We love what we do - and we love our team.
Become a part of it and help us solve one of the biggest challenges of our generation.

Web Developer (WordPress, UX/ UI Design)
Full time / part time (min. 30h) - m/w/d
Location: Vienna / Berlin / Remote

JETZT BEWERBEN

Your future role
We are looking for a talented Web Developer (WordPress, UX/UI Design) who will be responsible for
designing and executing best-in-class new website builds as well as feature and template updates to our
websites.
It’s an opportunity to work on cool projects, learn from some seriously passionate colleagues and
expand your skillset.
What you will do:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Implementation of digital projects from briefing to go live
Design and implementation of wireframes, UI / UX design
Setup and configuration of WordPress
Frontend development
Creation of web templates
Working as an interface between Customer Success and the in-house IT department
Monitoring and implementation of updates
Plugin and module extensions
Ongoing support & evaluations of our websites

You bring…
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Completed graphic training in the field of graphic design / web design / web development
2+ years of professional and project experience in comparable positions
Sound knowledge of HTML, CSS, JavaScript
Practical experience with content management systems (ideally WordPress)
Very good sense for usability and screen design
Excellent knowledge in the design of responsive websites and web applications
Confident handling of Figma and React
Independent work and creative problem solving when implementing projects
Fluent in English and German

What else we can offer you besides the exciting activities:
▪ Flexibility: The possibility (also independent of Corona) to work remotely and flexibly in terms of time
- because we only employ highly competent people whom we trust; and for us, impact always counts
before presence.

▪ Agility: we are proud of our start-up mindset, we want to try out and implement new things quickly as
an agile team.
▪ Great team: working in a highly engaged, dynamic, competent team with flat hierarchies and a very
informal, friendly culture.
▪ Personal development: Your development is important to us. You'll have regular feedback sessions
with supervisors and colleagues, and you'll be surprised how much you learn about yourself.
▪ No boredom: No day is like the other and holds new challenges
Benefits

Company
pension plan

Choose your
equipment &
laptop

Work where you
want

No core times

Christmas &
New Year's Eve
off

Great modern
office

Cool
Teamevents

Employee perks

Next steps
We offer an attractive and performance-related salary based on qualifications and professional
experience: starting from €45,000 (on a full-time basis).
Sounds good? Let us know via bewerbung@finabro.com why you are the ideal candidate for us. We look
forward to hearing from you!

